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ABSTRACT
Weapon Danger Area (WDA) can be defined as the designated space where hazards resulting from the firing of a specified
weapon system exist. Movement of own troops are prohibited within the WDA when there is live firing. However, weapon
systems with generic WDAs may not meet the usage requirements for certain weapons firing scenarios, for example, to
provide the necessary fire support for flanking troops when they are close to the enemy position to avoid fratricide. This is
not a desirable outcome as fire support is essential to pinning enemies down, especially when flanking troops are nearby.
This article provides a brief overview of the various types of WDA, the hazards considered in WDA, and as an illustrative
example, how the WDA is analysed to allow safe fire support close to flanking troops. With a deeper understanding of WDA,
other firing scenarios may be analysed to deliver realistic training without compromising safety.
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INTRODUCTION
One of the ways for infantry troops to capture an enemy position
is to set up a fire base, typically using an automatic weapon like
a machine gun, to provide fire support while another group of

troops flank the enemies (see Figure 1). The use of fire support
suppresses enemy firing and pins them down, allowing the
flanking troops to move towards the enemies’ positions. Ideally,
the fire support should only stop just before the flanking troops
make their final assault to avoid hitting them.

Figure 1. Machine gun providing fire support
(Reprinted with permission from Ministry of Defence, Singapore)
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The area covered by fire support is demarcated typically by
the Weapon Danger Area (WDA) of the weapon system used
in order to prevent fratricide and provide a safe envelop for live
firing. As WDAs are usually constructed to allow flexibility in
a wide variety of firing scenarios, the area they cover may be
larger than desired for the specific scenario of flanking troops.
This article looks at the various types of WDA, the hazards
involved and the analysis of WDA to provide safe fire support
close to flanking troops.

TYPES OF WEAPON DANGER AREA
The type of WDA to adopt for a particular weapon system
depends on the hazards produced and the control measures
imposed during firing (North Atlantic Treaty Organization
[NATO], 2004). The types of WDA are shown in Table 1.

The Maximum Range and Reduced Range WDAs are referred
to as generic WDAs in this article as there are relatively fewer
restrictions imposed when they are used. Site-specific WDAs
are usually constructed with more restrictions and hence are
smaller than generic WDAs. However, they also take much
more effort to create and are not valid at other firing sites.

HAZARDS WITHIN WEAPON DANGER
AREAS
WDAs are constructed to address hazards produced from the
firing of specific weapon systems (see Table 2).

S/N

Type of WDA

Description

1

Maximum Range

The maximum kinematic range of the projectile is considered. No restriction on the firing
elevation of the gun or launcher.

2

Reduced Range

Shorter WDA compared to Maximum Range WDA. Restrictions such as limit on the firing
elevation of the gun and target range are imposed to ensure the reduced range is achieved.

3

Site-specific

In addition to specific firing restrictions at the site such as limit on the firing elevation of the
gun and target range, the Site-specific WDA also takes into account the effects of terrain.
The probability of ricochet has to be considered as well by taking into account the ricochet
behaviour of the projectile after many test firings.
Table 1. Types of WDA

S/N

Hazards

Description

1

Direct Projectile
Trajectory

The path that a projectile takes after it leaves the gun or launcher until it impacts a surface (e.g.
target, ground).

2

Ricochet

The change in trajectory direction and speed of the projectile when fired projectiles impact
hard surface at shallow angles.

3

Backsplash

The debris produced from the impact that travels back towards the direction of the firer when
fired projectiles impact a surface at steep angles.

4.

Fragment

Fragments produced upon detonation of warhead with explosive fillings encased in a metal
shell.
Table 2. Typical hazards addressed by WDA
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CONSTRUCTION OF WEAPON
DANGER AREAS
To address specific hazards, the dimension, shape and size of
the zone in the WDA are determined mainly by the performance
characteristics of the weapon system, firer’s accuracy, terrain
and environmental conditions (ARSP, 2004). Figure 2 shows a
typical WDA.

Figure 3. 7.62mm GPMG WDA (not to scale)

Figure 2. Typical WDA (Plan View)

The dispersion zone addresses the hazard of being hit by the
direct trajectory of the projectile. It is depicted in the WDA as
the area to the left and right of the line of fire (i.e. the straight
line drawn from the gun to the target). It takes into account
factors that affect the dispersion of the projectiles such as the
weapon system’s accuracy and stability, as well as the firer’s
accuracy.
The ricochet zone is drawn to the left and right of the dispersion
zone and it demarcates the area where ricocheted projectiles
may travel and land.

FIRE SUPPORT FOR FLANKING
TROOPS
As mentioned earlier, it is desirable to provide fire support as
close to the flanking troops as possible. However, imposing
a generic WDA will result in the need for the firing point
to cease fire when the flanking troops are still far from the
enemy positions to preclude fratricide. Take, for example, a
7.62mm General Purpose Machine Gun (GPMG) providing fire
support on an enemy position that is 700m away. Based on
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its Maximum Range WDA, the flanking troops can only be as
close as 428m from the enemy (see Figure 3). This means that
the flanking troops will need to move the last 400m towards the
enemy without fire support from their own troops. The enemy,
upon detecting the oncoming flanking troops, will be able to
fire at the flanking troops at will and inflict casualties during
the assault.
Thus, additional mitigation measures are implemented to allow
fire support closer to the flanking troops to be conducted
safely. In some scenarios, the flanking troops are within the
ricochet zone of the generic WDA. These areas within the WDA
are referred to in this article as “Acceptable Risk Areas”, with
additional measures designed to mitigate the risk of hazards
to troops. The “Acceptable Risk Areas” are shaded grey in
Figure 4, which only shows the lower portion of a WDA.
The safety angle is drawn to the left and right of the line of
fire and is prescribed for specific weapon systems. The area
defined by the safety angle is no smaller than the dispersion
zone, and usually comes with an additional safety buffer.
Backsplash distance accounts for backsplash hazards
produced by the impact of the projectile when it hits the target.
Flanking troops are not allowed to move within the backsplash
distance from the target.
The movement end line demarcates the furthest distance that
the flanking troops can move relative to the weapon system
providing fire support. It is drawn through the centre of the
target.
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Figure 4. “Acceptable Risk Areas” and movement limits within a WDA

ASSESSMENT
It may seem unsafe to allow flanking troops in the WDA.
However, it is important to recognise that generic WDAs
are usually constructed to inject an element of flexibility for
implementation onto a wide variety of firing scenarios.
For practical reasons, it is an international practice to begin
the construction of the ricochet zone from the firing point for
generic WDAs, although the actual ricochet zone starts at where
the projectiles impact the target and ground (NATO, 2005). The
size and location of the projectile impact zone in turn, depend
on factors such as firing configuration (e.g. firing point height
relative to the ground, height of target, target range and more),

terrain, as well as the accuracy of the weapon system and firer.
If the worst case scenario of starting the ricochet zone at the
firing point is not used, the WDA would need to be adjusted
every time the firing scenario changes.
In the case of fire support for flanking troops, the specific
enemy position relative to the fire base is known. The specific
deployment method of the weapon system, for example the
use of a machine gun on a tripod, is also known. As such, the
impact zone of the projectiles may be determined with a high
degree of certainty. This means that the actual ricochet zone
does not begin at the firing point and the resulting WDA is
smaller (see Figure 5).

Figure 5. Actual WDA for a weapon system providing fire support
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Armed with this understanding, the application of appropriate
safety angle, backsplash distance and movement end line
can allow fire support to be provided closer to flanking troops
while still avoiding fratricide. This approach of assessment was
presented to the International Range Safety Advisory Group1
meeting held in June 2016. The work was well received and
commended for the clarity it provides.

OTHER APPLICATIONS
Other than fire support for flanking troops, similar assessments
can be made for other forms of live-firing training where there
are troops who are not in line with the firers. An example would

be fire and movement training, where one group of troops fires
onto the enemy targets in front to pin them down while a second
group is allowed to advance towards its own objectives. When
the advancing group has completed the movement, it will
stop and take over suppressive fire, freeing the first group to
advance. The cycle continues until all troops have advanced
to their objectives. The safety angle analysis is also carried out
for the live-firing ranges used for such training (see Figure 6).
In addition, assessment is conducted for overhead fire training,
where fire support is provided above the advancing troops (see
Figure 7).

Figure 6. Troops performing fire and movement and the safety angle analysis of a live-firing range
(Reprinted with permission from the Ministry of Defence, Singapore)

Figure 7. Fire support provided above advancing troops
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CONCLUSION
This article presents an overview of WDAs and their design
considerations. It also provides an analysis of the WDA on fire
support for flanking troops to demonstrate that with a deeper
understanding of WDA considerations, realistic and effective
live-firing training can be achieved without compromising
safety. Furthermore, these considerations have also been
applied to other firing scenarios with similar success.
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